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The damping of spin waves transmitted through a two-port magnonic device implemented on12

a YIG thin film is shown to be proportional to the temperature gradient imposed on the device.13

The sign of the damping depends on the relative orientation of the magnetic field, the wave vector14

and the temperature gradient. The observations are accounted for qualitatively and quantitatively15

by using an extension of the variational principle that leads to the Landau-Lifshitz equation. All16

parameters of the model can be obtained by independent measurements.17

The discovery of giant magneto-18

resistance (GMR) revolutionized information19

storage technology [1, 2] and the spin-transfer20

torque (STT), predicted two decades ago by21

Slonczewski [3] and Berger [4], may reshape once22

again the magnetic memory industry [5]. The23

concept of a heat-driven spin torque, or thermal24

spin-transfer torque (TST), has been suggested [6–25

8] and opened the world of spin caloritronics.26

Magnetic insulators are ideal for studying the27

fundamentals of spin caloritronics, because they28

are free of the effect of heat on charge transport.29

Here, we demonstrate that a spin torque can30

be induced in magnetic insulators by applying31

a thermal gradient. The effect is not linked to32

spin-dependent transport at interfaces since we33

observe a heat-driven contribution to damping of34

magnetization waves on a millimeter scale. We35

show that by adding to M(r) the bound magnetic36

current (∇×M) as state variable, the variational37

principle that yields the Landau-Lifshitz equation38

predicts the presence of a thermal spin torque,39

from which we derive an expression for spin cur-40

rents in insulators. Our experiments verify the key41

predictions of this model. Thermodynamics can42

predict a link between heat and magnetization,43

but cannot determine the strength of the effect [9].44

Spin caloritronics studies the interplay of spin,45

charge and heat transport [10]. As the spin-46

dependence of the electrical conductivity proved47

to be important since it gives rise to GMR, the48
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FIG. 1. Spin wave propagation under a thermal gra-
dient. 4.8 mm-long YIG strip fabricated on GGG sub-
strate, width w = 100µm, thickness t = 20 nm, 10 nm-
thick Cu contact connected to Au electrodes, micro-
probes for both excitation and detection, Peltier el-
ements A and B heat sunk by copper blocks (not
shown).

spin-dependence of other transport parameters49

has been investigated, such as that of the See-50

beck [11] and Peltier coefficients. [12] The com-51

bination of heat with spin and charge transport52

gained widespread attention owing to studies of the53

spin Seebeck effect [13, 14]. The STT effect which54

uses a spin-polarised electrical current has shown55

promising applications, e.g. in magnetic memo-56

ries (STT-MRAM). It was already established that57

heat flowing through a ferromagnetic metal can58
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generate a diffusive spin current [15] which induces59

a spin torque when flowing through a magnetic60

nanostructure [6]. Experimentally, this effect was61

studied in Co/Cu/Co spin valve nanowires by ob-62

serving the change in the switching field of mag-63

netisation due to a local thermal gradient [7]. It64

was later showed that heat couples to magnetisa-65

tion dynamics. [16–18] The effect of heat on mag-66

netization was also found in magnetic tunnel junc-67

tions [19] and metallic spin valves [20]. Slonczewski68

predicted that a spin-transfer torque induced by69

thermal magnons could be more efficient than the70

usual electrically-induced spin torques [8]. Com-71

bining TST and STT might further decrease the72

write-current magnitude of MRAMs [21].73

A 20 nm-thick yittrium iron garnet (YIG) film74

was grown on gadolinium gallium garnet (GGG)75

substrate using pulsed laser deposition (PLD). De-76

tails of the growth condition and magnetic proper-77

ties of the thin YIG layer can be found in Ref. [22].78

Figure 1 shows the experimental principle of the79

measurement. Using inductively coupled plasma80

etching and photolithography, a YIG strip 100µm81

wide and 4.8 mm long was prepared. The ends82

were designed with a 45◦ angle in order to avoid83

spin wave reflection. Following the etching pro-84

cess, a 10 nm-thick copper or platinum bar was de-85

posited on top of the YIG strip by electron beam86

evaporation. This bar is connected to two large87

Au electrodes. These electrodes are designed for88

contact with a ground-signal-ground microprobe.89

The magnetic field is applied along the YIG strip,90

and spin waves are excited by one microprobe91

and detected by another. Alternatively, a micro-92

coil [23] was used for excitation. Excitation and93

detection are 800µm apart. The results were ob-94

tained with contacts made of Pt with a Ta seed95

layer. The resonance frequency could be tuned96

from 4 GHz up to 10 GHz. Lock-in detection with97

field modulation was used. The thermal gradient98

was generated by two Peltier elements and defined99

as ∇T = (TB − TA) /l with l = 5 mm being the100

distance between the Peltier elements. Using an101

infrared camera, we verified that the temperature102

changed linearly at the location of the sample.103

As shown in Fig. 2, the linewidth changes lin-104

early with temperature gradient. Furthermore, the105

slope changes sign when the field is reverse or when106

the propagation direction is reverse. For the latter107

FIG. 2. Linewidth of the ferromagnetic resonance spec-
tra at 4.2 GHz, as a function of temperature gradient.
The slope changes sign upon flipping the field (top)
or flipping the direction of propagation at fixed field
orientation (bottom). A→B data are translated by
0.03 mT.

case, we had to move the sample and this caused a108

change in the linewidth of 0.03 mT when the sam-109

ple was at a uniform temperature. In Fig. 2, we110

translated all data points by this amount when the111

sample was flipped.112

We can account for the observed effect of a tem-113

perature gradient on spin wave transmission by a114

model based on an extension of the variation prin-115

ciple which yields the well-known Landau-Lifshitz-116

Gilbert (LLG) equation [24]. In the presence of an117

applied thermal gradient ∇T , the LLG equation118

for the time evolution of the magnetisationM con-119

tains a thermal spin torque term, i.e.120

Ṁ = γM ×Beff +
α

MS
M × Ṁ + τTST (1)

where γ < 0 is the gyromagnetic ratio, α is the121

magnetic damping parameter and MS is the satu-122

ration magnetization. The effective magnetic field123
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Beff is composed of the external field B0, the de-124

magnetising field Bdem, the anisotropy field Bani125

and the microwave excitation field b induced by126

the microwave antenna. The torque τTST can be127

expressed as,128

τ TST = αTST
ω

| γ |
M × (M ×m) (2)

where the effective thermal spin torque damping129

coefficient αTST can be written as,130

αTST = − ωM

ω

kT

k
(3)

Here, ω corresponds to the microwave frequency131

and m is the out-of-equilibrium component of the132

magnetization for a mode of wave number k. In133

this work, we provide a quantitative expression for134

the thermal wave vector kT with no adjustable pa-135

rameter:136

kT =
ω − ω0

ωM

∣∣∣∣ 1

MS

dMS

dT

∣∣∣∣ ∇T (4)

where ω0 = −γ B0 and ωM = −γMS. The137

lengthy derivation of the above equations are given138

in the supplementary material [25]. The effective139

damping parameter α eff is the sum of the Gilbert140

damping parameter α and the thermal spin torque141

damping parameter αTST. The observed spin-142

wave spectral line width is therefore given by [25],143

∆B = ∆B0 +
2√
3
α

∣∣∣∣ ωK

γ

∣∣∣∣
− 2√

3

∣∣∣∣ ωK − ω0

γ

∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣ 1

MS

dMS

dT

∣∣∣∣ 1

k
∇T (5)

where ωK is the resonance frequency, given by the144

Kittel formula [25].145

Thus, our model predicts that the thermal spin146

torque changes sign under reversal of either the147

temperature gradient, the propagation direction or148

the applied magnetic field (Fig. 2). Initially, we149

varied the applied thermal gradient and observed150

a linear change in the spin-wave spectral linewidth151

for one orientation of the field. This linear depen-152

dence is consistent with Eq. (5). Clearly, when153

the thermal gradient changes sign, the linewidth154

changes from a broadening to a narrowing with re-155

spect to its value in the isothermal condition. It156

must be noted that the temperature has hardly any157

influence on the linewidth [25]. The dependence of158

linewidth with thermal gradient changes sign when159

the magnetic field is reversed (Fig. 2, top). This160

can be understood as follows. If ω changes sign be-161

cause B is reversed, then k must change sign also if162

we want propagation to be maintained in the same163

orientation [25]. Therefore, according to Eq. (5),164

the slope of the linewidth plotted vs. temperature165

gradient must change sign when the magnetic field166

is reversed, as confirmed by Fig. 2 (top). Further-167

more, if we swap the excitation and the detection,168

i.e. we reverse the spin wave vector k, then we169

observe that the thermal spin torque effect is also170

reversed, as shown in Fig. 2 (bottom), which is171

consistent with the line width being proportional172

to 1/k (Eq. (5)).173

We now investigate the frequency dependence174

of linewidth variation. The upper part of Fig. 3175

shows the linewidth changes with frequencies from176

4.7 GHz up to 9.7 GHz using a microprobe for177

excitation. We ran a High Frequency Electromag-178

netic Field Simulation (HFSS) taking into account179

the dimensions of the microprobe and acquired the180

field distribution at the injection area. We then181

used Fourier transformation to obtain the k space182

distribution [25]. Thus, we found that the most183

prominent excitation has a wave vector around184

100 rad/cm, and that there are some higher or-185

der modes with much lower intensities. The lower186

part of Fig. 3 shows the frequency dependence of187

linewidth measured using the microcoil for exci-188

tation. According to the results from HFSS, we189

found that the dominant wave vector k of excita-190

tion is much smaller, namely 35 rad/cm. The slope191

of the frequency dependence is proportional to the192

effective damping parameter. We can observe that193

the change of the slope is more significant for mi-194

crocoil excitation than that for microprobe excita-195

tion. This can be understood from Eq. (3) where196

the thermal spin torque induced damping parame-197

ter is inversely proportional to the spin-wave wave198

vector. We can account for the data using the k199

values deduced from the HFSS calculation. We200

take the temperature dependence of the satura-201

tion magnetisation to be
∣∣∣ 1
MS

dMS

dT

∣∣∣ = 3.8 × 10−3
202

K−1 based on reference [16] and confirmed by203

isothermal measurements of saturation magnetiza-204

tion [25]. In the lower part of Fig. 3, we fit the205

data based on Eq. (5), using the damping param-206

eter α = 6.30× 10−4 deduced from the data taken207
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without any thermal gradient. This smaller value208

could be due to the fact that when using the mi-209

crocoil excitation, the detection was done using a210

Pt bar whereas a Cu bar was used when taking211

data with the microprobe excitation. According to212

Ref. [18], the growth of Pt on YIG may introduce213

an increase of damping. In summary, the various214

data presented in Fig. 3 can be accounted for quan-215

titatively with parameters that are all determined216

by independent measurements.217

k = 100 rad/cm

k = 35 rad/cm

FIG. 3. Linewidth as a function of frequency at a
set temperature gradient, using microprobe (top), or
metal contacts (bottom) for excitation. Wavevector
based on HFSS calculation. The applied temperature
gradients are indicated in the figure. Top : black line
yields α = 3.15×10−4, red and blue lines using Eq. (5).
Bottom : black line yields α = 6.30 × 10−4, red line
using Eq. (5). The error bars indicate the noise level.

Finally, we note that the thermal spin218

torque (Eq. (2) and (3)) can be expressed in terms219

of a spin current. To first-order in the linear re-220

sponse, the thermal spin torque is given by [25],221

τTST = kT · js (6)

where the dot stands for the tensor contraction and222

the thermal spin current tensor js is defined by,223

js = −µ0MS ×∇−1mk (7)

The spin current density tensor js has physical di-224

mensions (J/m2 in SI units) that correspond to225

the product of a spin density and a phase veloc-226

ity. Expression (7) has the same geometry to first227

order as the spin-wave spin current tensor derived228

by Saitoh and Ando [28]. However, the physical229

origin of this spin current tensor is different since230

here, it is obtained specifically for the case of a231

spin current induced by a thermal gradient.232

Very recently, self-oscillation based on spin or-233

bit torque were found in YIG/Pt pillar [29] and234

in permalloy/Pt nanowires [30]. By analogy, we235

may expect self-oscillation driven by a thermal spin236

torque as well.237

In conclusion, we have prepared thin-film YIG238

microstrips and found that the linewidth of trans-239

mission spectra can be broadened or narrowed by240

applying a thermal gradient. These observations241

are accounted for by an effective damping that is242

due to a thermal spin torque. A comprehensive243

theoretical analysis provides an explicit expression244

for this torque, which is derived from an extension245

of the variational principle on which the Landau-246

Lifshitz equation is based. This study points to the247

possibility of damping control in magnonic devices248

using a local thermal gradient.249
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